
Mrs. Marlene Buckeridge 

Rex Cat Association 8th January 2011 

Thank you to Lynda and her team for inviting me to judge at this epic joint show and to Val Anderson 
(Foreign and SLH) for tirelessly stewarding for me all day and for going out of her way to return me 
to Coventry Station at the end of the day. 

Cornish Rex Adult (Male) 

1ST CC W/H LUXFORD-WATTS’ AMASKA VIRACOCHA (33 40 15s) M 7.10.07 Good sized Cornish 
Rex Male who handled OK if rather wriggly but did not make the best of himself.  Quite large ears 
but impossible to get him to relax to assess the setting.  Head is a medium wedge with high 
cheekbones and I felt the muzzle was a little narrow although gently rounded.   Top of head is flat 
curving gently to a slightly uneven nose.  Medium sized oval eyes – blue in colour.  Bite is level but 
chin falls away.  Well covered tapered tail with a neat curl at the tip -  just a little sparse at the top.  
He has a good softly textured coat and is well covered with neat waves.  I tried very hard to assess 
his ears but he would not cooperate for me so CC withheld mainly on ear placement and profile.  

Cornish Rex Adult (Female) 

Considered for BOB only 

BOB THOMPSON’S GR. CH. CHRISAN CARA MIA (33 31s) F 25.7.08  An elegant Cornish female.  
Large mussel shell shaped ears which are set rather high on he head and are wide at the base.  Flat 
skull curving gently to almost straight nose – a tiny bump detracts.  Level bite and quite good chin.  
Medium wedge head.  Medium sized oval eyes, top line almost straight – green in colour.  Soft, short 
coat of good density and rippled waves just a little straighter across the shoulders.  Long tapered tail, 
clean stud tail at the top.  Curved whiskers and eyebrows. 

Miscellaneous Classes 

AV Kitten owned by a junior or a Senior Citizen 

1ST SOUTHALL’S COLDENUFFORSNOW FOOTLOOSE (83w) F 23.5.10  Snowshoe female.  A nice 
girl of good size and weight.  White inverted “V” on face and even white paw markings.  Good 
texture to short coat.  Very good deep blue eyes.  Tapered tail.  Good seal colour to points.  Handled 
well. 

AV Aristocrat Neuter 

1ST AROHA’S NIDORAN AMUCCI BLOO (33a36a) MN 23.12.09  A good sized boy of good type.  
Really broad head and short strong wedge.  Large, low set ears. Good high cheekbones.  Level bite 
and fair chin.  Lovely Devon eye shape and set, large, oval and set wide apart sloping towards outer 
edge of ears.  .  Coat very short and although completed covered was in the main too short to wave 
and had a harsh feel to it.  Some waves on sides of body.   


